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The first mystery in the magnificent Alexander the Great
series, by master historian Paul Doherty. It is 334 BC
and the young Alexander sits with his troops by the
Hellespont, poised to attack the empire of the great King
Darius III. To win the approval of the gods for his
enterprise he makes many offerings, yet the smoke does
not rise, the sacrificial animals are flawed. Worse, his
guides are being brutally murdered, Persian spies are in
the camp, and Alexander's generals have their own
secrets. Into this turmoil comes Telamon, a physician
and boyhood friend of Alexander. As the climax builds
and Alexander throws off his nervous fears, winning a
brilliant and bloody triumph over the Persians, Telamon
must at last succeed in unmasking their enemies?
Chronicles of Nick bundle From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon come the first three
books in the Chronicles of Nick series, now in one
amazing bundle. Being a teenager can be tough – and
that’s even before you add all the werewolves,
vampires, and paranormal goings-on that complicate
Nick Gautier’s life. But when the world is in jeopardy,
Nick has to take charge if he wants to keep his friends,
and himself, safe from harm...and somehow find the time
to do his homework too... Infinity At fourteen, Nick
Gautier thinks he knows everything about the world
around him.. . .until he is sucked into the realm of the
Dark-Hunters: immortal demon slayers who risk
everything to save humanity. Invincible Nick wakes up to
find himself enslaved to a world of shapeshifters and
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demons out to claim his soul. But more than that, he's
being groomed by the darkest of powers and if he
doesn't learn how to raise the dead by the end of the
week, he will become one of them... Infamous Nick is on
the brink of becoming either the greatest hero mankind
has ever known, or he'll be the one who ends the world.
With enemies new and old gathering forces, he will have
to call on every part of himself to fight or he'll lose
everyone he cares about.
Captivating and action-packed, From Blood and Ash is a
sexy, addictive, and unexpected fantasy perfect for fans
of Sarah J. Maas and Laura Thalassa. A Maiden…
Chosen from birth to usher in a new era, Poppy’s life
has never been her own. The life of the Maiden is
solitary. Never to be touched. Never to be looked upon.
Never to be spoken to. Never to experience pleasure.
Waiting for the day of her Ascension, she would rather
be with the guards, fighting back the evil that took her
family, than preparing to be found worthy by the gods.
But the choice has never been hers. A Duty… The entire
kingdom’s future rests on Poppy’s shoulders,
something she’s not even quite sure she wants for
herself. Because a Maiden has a heart. And a soul. And
longing. And when Hawke, a golden-eyed guard honor
bound to ensure her Ascension, enters her life, destiny
and duty become tangled with desire and need. He
incites her anger, makes her question everything she
believes in, and tempts her with the forbidden. A
Kingdom… Forsaken by the gods and feared by mortals,
a fallen kingdom is rising once more, determined to take
back what they believe is theirs through violence and
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vengeance. And as the shadow of those cursed draws
closer, the line between what is forbidden and what is
right becomes blurred. Poppy is not only on the verge of
losing her heart and being found unworthy by the gods,
but also her life when every blood-soaked thread that
holds her world together begins to unravel. Reviews for
From Blood and Ash: "Dreamy, twisty, steamy escapism.
Take me back!" -New York Times bestseller Wendy
Higgins “Jennifer Armentrout has the power to control
my emotions with every word she writes. From swooning
to crying to racing through the pages to find out what
happens next, I couldn't stop reading about Hawke and
Poppy, and you won't be able to either.” - Brigid
Kemmerer, New York Times Bestselling Author of A
Curse So Dark and Lonely “Action, adventure, sexiness,
and angst! From Blood and Ash has it all and double
that. So many feels and so many moments it made me
cheer for the character. Read. This. Book! You'll be
obsessed!” - Tijan NYT bestselling author “From Blood
and Ash is a phenomenal fantasy novel that is filled to
the brim with danger, mystery and heart melting
romance. I loved every single second of it and I couldn’t
get enough of this new fantastical world. A heart
stopping start to what is clearly going to be a stunning
series, perfect for both those who love fantasy and those
who are new to the genre. A must read.” Kayleigh, KBooks "If you think you are ready for From Blood and
Ash, think again. Jennifer L. Armentrout has woven a
new fantasy universe that will leave you reeling. Filled
with action, heart wrenching twists and the most
delicious romance, this unputdownable novel comes with
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a warning: keep a fan close by, because the
temperatures are about to rise." Elena, The Bibliotheque
Blo “In this exciting new novel by Jennifer L. Armentrout,
she introduces a fantastical world filled with immense
detail, and characters who are poignant and fierce,
Jennifer truly has out done herself!” – BookBesties
“From Blood and Ash is a fantastic fantasy that will hook
you immediately from the very first page! I loved every
single moment and all of the characters are ones you will
fall in love with! Jennifer L. Armentrout has done it again
with her amazing writing skills and lots of detail! Get this
book immediately!!!” - Amanda @Stuck In YA Books
“Jennifer has stepped into the fantasy genre with this
absolutely amazing novel. With characters you will love
and more than a few twists and turns, get ready for one
amazing adventure.” -Perpetual Fangirl "This
magnificent book has so many pieces in it: fantasy,
mystery, forbidden romance, supernatural, lies, deceit,
betrayal, love, friendship, family. And so, so, so many
secrets your head will be spinning. Jennifer L.
Armentrout has created another masterpiece that I will
be rushing to buy, and will be telling everyone to read it
ASAP!" ~Jeraca @My Nose in YA Books “From Blood to
Ash is the first high fantasy book from Jennifer L
Armentrout, but hopefully not the last. Like all her other
works, her ability to create worlds, create swoon worthy
men, and feisty strong female characters is amazing.
Fantasy, mystery, romance, betrayal, love, and steamy
scenes, this book has it all.” - Lisa @ The Blonde Book
Lover “From Blood & Ash is everything we love about
JLA’s fantasy writing...pumped up on steroids. There’s
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epic world building and plot twists, a strong female lead,
a swoon worthy book hottie, a steamy forbidden love
story, and side characters that can’t help but steal your
heart. My mind was blown by the end of this book.” Kris S. (frantic4romantic) “Step into an exciting new
fantasy world by Jennifer L. Armentrout, From Blood And
Ash takes you on a fantastic ride with twists and turns
galore. Characters you will love to laugh and cry with. A
phenomenal start to an exciting new series.” - Lori Dunn
an avid reader “From Blood and Ash was everything I
wanted in a high fantasy novel. The myths, the legends,
the epic romance, and an adventure that will keep you
on your toes beginning to end. I couldn’t put the book
down. Truly a brilliant start to what I believe will be yet
another amazing series by Jennifer L. Armentrout."
–Sabrina, Books Are My Life “Jennifer L. Armentrout
takes her first step into the high fantasy genre with From
Blood and Ash. A story of forbidden love, lies, secrets,
and betrayal - it will leave you wanting more after the
very last page.” - Love Just Is Books “From Blood and
Ash is like reading my favorite book for first time.” Raquel Herrera “With From Blood and Ash, Jennifer
Armentrout successfully takes on the genre of high
fantasy, proving, once again, that she is a master of her
craft. Filled with epic adventure, forbidden romance,
deceit, lies, and betrayal, FB&A draws you in from page
one and refuses to let go!” - Erica, The Rest Just Falls
Away “Jennifer L. Armentrout comes trough once again
with From Blood and Ash as it kept me enthralled
throughout the full book. You won't be able to put down
this epic story once you start.” - Julalicious Book
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Paradise “From Blood and Ash strikes the perfect
balance between fantasy and romance elements leaving
the world feeling live in and full while allowing the
relationship between the main characters feeling real
and authentic.” - Nads Book Nook, Nadine Bergeron
“Be prepared to spend your whole day reading From
Blood and Ash. Once you start reading this high fantasy
novel, you won't want to put it down.” - Love Book
Triangle “From Blood and Ash is absolutely breath
taking. JLA does what she does best by creating a
fantastical world filled with romance, lies, betrayal,
adventure and all things we love and expect from JLA
characters that melt our hearts and steal our hearts and
souls. I cannot wait for the next one!” - Pia Colon “From
Blood and Ash, Jennifer L. Armentrout brought to life a
high fantasy that is enthralling. Another masterful
addition to my collection. Get ready to stay on your toes
from start to end.” - Amy Oh, Reader by the Mountains
“From Blood and Ash is the first high fantasy novel by
Jennifer L Armentrout and she absolutely nails it. This is
fantasy for skeptics and unbelievers because it makes
you want to be a fantasy fan! This page turner makes
you want to devour it in one night and at the same time
savor every detail. Heart stopping and inspiring and grips
you from page one.” – Tracy Kirby “An intriguing puzzle
of a world, a ruthless hero, a determine heroin, and a
plot that will keep you up late, this book is one of the best
I've read this year.” – Valerie from Stuck In Books “From
Blood and Ash, a thrilling high fantasy that packs a
punch, each page will leave you wanting more!” Tracey, Books & Other Pursuits
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Patricia Briggs presents a collection that includes the first
five novels in her #1 New York Times bestselling urban
fantasy series. By day, Mercy Thompson is a car
mechanic in the sprawling Tri-Cities of Eastern
Washington. By night, she explores her preternatural
side. As a coyote shapeshifter with some unusual
talents, Mercy’s found herself maintaining a tenuous
harmony between the human and the not-so-human on
more than one occasion... This collection includes:
MOON CALLED BLOOD BOUND IRON KISSED BONE
CROSSED SILVER BORNE
A mind numbing opiate manufactured by persons
unknown, distributed throughout the King's city. With
thousands addicted, crime and civil disorder grow out of
control. For the stability of the nation, the distribution
must cease. But with mysterious figures pulling the
strings, only one that works in the shadows can get
close. Rothar, royal assassin, must infilitrate the layers of
henchmen to reach the head of the snake, and cut it off.
Game of Thrones meets Spartacus in an epic saga of
sand and splendor. This bundle contains the first three
novels of Kingdoms of Sand, a fantasy series from a
USA Today bestselling author. That's over 1,000 pages
of battles, intrigue, and magic. Sweeping from snowy
forests to cruel deserts, from bazaars of wonder to fields
of war, here is a tale of legionaries and lepers, priests
and paupers, kings and crows. Here a girl travels across
endless dunes, seeking magic; a cruel prince struggles
to claim a bloodstained throne; and a young soldier fights
to hold back an overwhelming host. The fate of all
civilization stands upon a knife's edge, for under the
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storm of war, even the greatest nations are but kingdoms
of sand.
With the invasion of Dara complete, and the Wall of
Storms breached, the world has opened to new
possibilities for the gods and peoples of both empires as
the sweeping saga of the award-winning Dandelion
Dynasty continues in this third book of the “magnificent
fantasy epic” (NPR). Princess Théra, once known as
Empress Üna of Dara, entrusted the throne to her
younger brother in order to journey to Ukyu-Gondé to
war with the Lyucu. She has crossed the fabled Wall of
Storms with a fleet of advanced warships and ten
thousand people. Beset by adversity, Théra and her
most trusted companions attempt to overcome every
challenge by doing the most interesting thing. But is not
letting the past dictate the present always possible or
even desirable? In Dara, the Lyucu leadership as well as
the surviving Dandelion Court bristle with rivalries as
currents of power surge and ebb and perspectives spin
and shift. Here, parents and children, teachers and
students, Empress and Pékyu, all nurture the seeds of
plans that will take years to bloom. Will tradition yield to
new justifications for power? Everywhere, the spirit of
innovation dances like dandelion seeds on the wind, and
the commoners, the forgotten, the ignored begin to
engineer new solutions for a new age. Ken Liu returns to
the series that draws from a tradition of the great epics of
our history from the Aeneid to the Romance on the Three
Kingdoms and builds a new tale unsurpassed in its
scope and ambition.
Volume 3 in the Sacred Band series of legendary fantasy
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novels
"Brothers at the Black Dagger Brotherhood training
center push recruits to the limit to become faster and
stronger than ever before as they continue preparing for
the fight against the lessening society. Novo, a resilient
survivor and a bit rough around the edges, has
overcome a great deal, including her intense attraction to
suave, aristocratic Peyton. The two fighters shared a
passionate physical connection. But when Peyton finally
comes to terms with and admits his true feelings for
Novo she rejects him for a more stable male. Now they
must train in close quarters and eventually confront the
feelings they still undoubtedly harbor for one another"-With nearly 2 million books in print, this Little Apple
series is H-O-T, hot. The SECRET is out -- DROON is
the series that kids, parents, and teachers are talking
about! There's no place like home! Eric and his friends
have finally restored the Rainbow Stairs, but that was the
easy part. Now Gethwing is loose in the Upper World,
and the Moon Dragon is causing big trouble. Eric, Julie,
and Neal have to protect their town, but they're up
against mysterious creatures, strangely-behaving
parents, and powerful magic. Can the kids stop
Gethwing before he destroys the Upper World -- for
good?
A rebel army has been established to win back the land
from demons-and a ne soldier named Xan has appeared
out of nowhere to join them. Beautiful army captain
Laisyn Caar is shocked by the powerful, all- consuming
desire she feels in his presence, but when she discovers
the dark secrets of Xan's agenda, she'll have to
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determine whether the man she's starting to love is a
friend of her people-or a dreaded enemy.
Severed Sword
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A scorching
forbidden love threatens to tear a rift through the Black
Dagger Brotherhood in J. R. Ward’s newest novel in the
#1 New York Times bestselling series. Xcor, leader of
the Band of Bastards, convicted of treason against the
Blind King, is facing a brutal interrogation and torturous
death at the hands of the Black Dagger Brotherhood. Yet
after a life marked by cruelty and evil deeds, he accepts
his soldier’s fate, his sole regret the loss of a sacred
female who was never his: the Chosen Layla. Layla
alone knows the truth that will save Xcor’s life. But
revealing his sacrifice and his hidden heritage will
expose them both and destroy everything Layla holds
dear—even her role of mother to her precious young.
Torn between love and loyalty, she must summon the
courage to stand up against the only family she has for
the only man she will ever love. Yet even if Xcor is
somehow granted a reprieve, he and Layla would have
to confront a graver challenge: bridging the chasm that
divides their worlds without paving the way for a future of
even greater war, desolation, and death. As a dangerous
old enemy returns to Caldwell, and the identity of a new
deity is revealed, nothing is certain or safe in the world of
the Black Dagger Brotherhood, not even true love . . . or
destinies that have long seemed set in stone. Praise for
J. R. Ward’s Black Dagger Brotherhood series “Utterly
absorbing and deliciously erotic.”—Angela Knight “To die
for . . . I love this series!”—Suzanne Brockmann
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Known as the Veiled One, the ugly and deformed
Akenhaten is a shadowy figure. Mahu, ambitious and
ruthless, watches the young prince carve his own path to
power. He becomes Akenhaten's alter ego, his protector
and confidant, standing by as Akenhaten proclaims that
there is only one God, the Aten, and that he, Akenhaten,
is that God's only son. Revolution and chaos follow in
this dramatic reign filled with fraud, abduction,
assassination, betrayal and treachery. But when Mahu
becomes suspicious of Akenhaten's majestic and
glorious wife Nefertiti, and the political skill of her brother,
Ay, it seems that a hidden and malign influence may also
be at work. And then Akenhaten disappears...

A grizzled warrior. A debt he must honor. Stalked by
the rising dead.Vorgan's honor demands that he
repay a debt to his old comrade-in-arms. Deliver a
package, no more than a month's ride as the crow
files.When he discovers that the package is a strong
willed young woman that he must drag across
plague infested lands, he doubts they will survive the
journey.Not only must they fight against ruffians,
bandits and an unworldly evil presence, but Vorgan
must protect her from the most dangerous element
of all: the threat of the rising dead.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout returns with book one of the all-new,
compelling Flesh and Fire series—set in the beloved
Blood and Ash world. Born shrouded in the veil of
the Primals, a Maiden as the Fates promised,
Seraphena Mierel’s future has never been hers.
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Chosen before birth to uphold the desperate deal her
ancestor struck to save his people, Sera must leave
behind her life and offer herself to the Primal of
Death as his Consort. However, Sera’s real destiny
is the most closely guarded secret in all of
Lasania—she’s not the well protected Maiden but an
assassin with one mission—one target. Make the
Primal of Death fall in love, become his weakness,
and then…end him. If she fails, she dooms her
kingdom to a slow demise at the hands of the Rot.
Sera has always known what she is. Chosen.
Consort. Assassin. Weapon. A specter never fully
formed yet drenched in blood. A monster. Until him.
Until the Primal of Death’s unexpected words and
deeds chase away the darkness gathering inside
her. And his seductive touch ignites a passion she’s
never allowed herself to feel and cannot feel for him.
But Sera has never had a choice. Either way, her life
is forfeit—it always has been, as she has been
forever touched by Life and Death.
Fan favorite couple Rhage and Mary return in this
gripping novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling
Black Dagger Brotherhood series. Nothing is as it
used to be for the Black Dagger Brotherhood. The
slayers of the Lessening Society are stronger than
ever, preying on human weakness to acquire more
money, more weapons, more power. But as the
Brotherhood readies for an all-out attack on them,
one of their own fights a battle within himself... For
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Rhage—the Brother with the biggest appetites, but
also the biggest heart—life was supposed to be
perfect. Or at the very least, perfectly enjoyable. But
he can’t understand or control the panic and
insecurity that plague him. Terrified, he must
reassess his priorities after suffering a mortal injury.
And the answer, when it comes to him, rocks
his—and his beloved Mary’s—world...
Cicely Waters had always through she was simply
one of the magic-born-a witch who can control the
wind-but recently she discovered she's also one of
the shifting Fae. Now she must perfect her gift.
Because Cicely and her friends may have escaped
from Myst and her Shadow Hunters, but Myst has
managed to capture the Fae Prince who holds
Cicely's heart.
From USA Today Bestselling Author Krystal
Shannan comes seven books in a sizzling romantic
series filled with action and adventure and fantasy
and passion. Fans of The Black Dagger Brotherhood
and Lords of the Underworld will discover a heartpounding toe-curling ride into a small town of
fantastical creatures and a war for world domination
they won’t soon forget. This collections includes the
complete series. Book 1 - My Viking Vampire I’ll
fight to the end or die trying… I’ve got nowhere to
run—except into the arms of a sexy stranger who
says he can protect me. But this guy comes with a
bit more than I bargained for—fangs. Book 2 - My
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Dragon Masters My body burns with a hunger I can’t
describe. I’ll do anything to find them and so will the
beast that lives inside me. I don’t know how much
time has passed. I don’t know where I am or where
I’m going, I just know that two men are waiting for
me and that I belong with them. Book 3 - My Eternal
Soldier I thought I killed the woman I loved a
thousand years ago. The last time I saw her, my
sword was in her chest. Now the fates have granted
me a second chance. I won’t waste it. I won’t let her
slip away again. Book 4 - Mastered Teagan I
deserve nothing but pain. No happily-ever-after. Just
agony and the numbness that follows. But the pixies
tricked me. Now my new Dom wants to inflict pain I
don’t think I can endure. He wants to love me. Book
5 - My Warrior Wolves She is ours. She has always
been ours. Our desire burns for her and only for her.
We gave her the space she asked for. The time to
heal. But now evil is stalking her and we must claim
her before we lose her forever. Book 6 - My
Guardian Gryphon A beast and his beauty… She’s
beautiful and perfect. I’m scarred and broken. She’s
kind and comforting. I’m nothing but hard edges.
She is forbidden. I can’t have her. And it makes me
want her more. Book 7 - My Vampire Knight I’m a
siren and cursed. Any man I love dies. Godric
Deveraux thinks he can beat the curse. I know he
can’t. No one can. My father made sure of it. And
now I am fated to watch the only man I’ve ever truly
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loved die in front of me.
Royal assassin, Rothar, is on a routine mission.
Tasked with quietly eliminating a lecherous merchant
with a penchant for young children, Rothar's blade
strikes without hesitation. But when more children go
missing, Rothar digs deeper and discovers an
insidious network that reaches high up into the
echelons of nobility. What started as a simple
mission has become a dangerous quest for justice.
Rothar must call upon all his skill to punish those
responsible, and rescue the innocent before it's too
late. A fast-paced, full length, heroic fantasy novel.
Enjoy all three books in the Cafferty & Quinn series
by New York Times bestselling author and master of
romantic suspense Heather Graham! LET THE
DEAD SLEEP An object of desire? Or of fear? It was
stolen from a New Orleans grave—the centuries-old
bust of an evil man, a demonic man. One day its
current owner shows up at Danni Cafferty's antiques
shop on Royal Street, but before Danni can buy the
statue, it disappears… Michael Quinn, former cop and
now private investigator, is determined to find and
destroy this object with its long history of evil. But
Cafferty and Quinn know that their story won't end,
even when this case is closed and the dead rest in
peace once again. WAKING THE DEAD They say a
painting can have a life of its own. In the case of
Ghosts in the Mind, painted by Henry Sebastian
Hubert, that's more than just an expression. The
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characters are reputed to come to life—and to kill.
Wherever it goes, death seems to follow. Danielle
Cafferty and Michael Quinn, occasional partners in
solving crime, are drawn into the case. They have to
discover what brings this work of art—and evil—to life.
And they have to destroy it. Before it destroys them…
THE DEAD PLAY ON Play a song for me…
Musicians are being murdered in New Orleans, but
Arnie Watson apparently died by his own hand.
When Tyler Anderson plays the saxophone he
inherited from Arnie, he believes he sees visions of
his friend's life—and death. He becomes convinced
Arnie was murdered and that the instrument had
something to do with it, and with whatever's
happening all over the city… Tyler knows his theory
sounds crazy, so he approaches Danni Cafferty,
hoping she and Michael Quinn will find out what the
cops couldn't.
The #1 New York Times bestselling Black Dagger
Brotherhood series returns with Sahvage, a powerful
MMA fighter with a buried secret that can change the
world of Caldwell forever. The next in J.R. Ward's Black
Dagger Brotherhood series.
It started out like any other day. How was I to know it
was my last day on Earth? You see, on that day, my
boss sold me to Doran, the King of Shadows, ally of
Chaos, and ruler of one of the three faery courts. Sounds
crazy, right? After all, I’m a geneticist, not a slave.
Before I knew it, I was transported to another world - a
world where the very landscape killed most humans.
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Somehow, against the odds, I survived. But how? And
why was I here? I soon found out that the faeries were
barren and facing extinction. The King of Shadows set
before me the daunting challenge of finding out why. The
consequence for failure? Facing an unbearable fate. But
someone or something was out to stop me.... My search
for a solution would lead me to secrets about my own
origin and to unexpected feelings for this cruel land and
its harsh ruler. Oh, Chaos! What a wild ride!
The #1 New York Times bestselling Black Dagger
Brotherhood series returns featuring a powerful MMA
fighter with a buried secret that can change the world of
Caldwell forever. Sahvage has been living under the
radar for centuries—and he has every intention of staying
“dead and buried.” But when a civilian female sucks him
into her dangerous battle with an evil as ancient as time,
his protective side overrides his common sense. Mae
has lost everything, and desperation sets her on a
collision course with fate. Determined to reverse a
tragedy, she goes where mortals should fear to
tread—and comes face-to-face with the Brotherhood’s
new enemy. She also discovers a love she never
expected to find with Sahvage, but there can be no
future for them. Knowing they will part, the two band
together to fight against what Mae unknowingly
unleashed—as the Brotherhood closes in to reclaim one
of their damned, and the evil vows to destroy them all….
Two brothers bound by more than blood fight to change
a brutal destiny in this novel in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Black Dagger Brotherhood series. Sold by his
parents to the Queen of the s’Hisbe as a child, Trez
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escaped the Territory and has been a pimp and an
enforcer for years. On the run from a destiny of sexual
servitude, he’s never been able to rely on
anyone...except for his brother, iAm. iAm’s sole goal has
always been to keep his brother from selfdestructing—and he knows he’s failed. It’s not until the
Chosen Selena enters Trez’s life that the male begins to
turn things around...but by then, it’s too late. The pledge
to mate the Queen’s daughter comes due, and there is
nowhere to run, nowhere to hide, and no negotiating.
Now Trez must decide whether to endanger himself and
others—or abandon the female he loves. When tragedy
strikes and changes everything, iAm, in the name of
brotherly love, is faced with making the ultimate
sacrifice...
Supernatural evil and magic collide as the Keepers are
pulled into an epic struggle to protect the veil between
two worlds from unseen forces threatening to doom them
all in this complete five book spell-slinging, darkness
chasing, devilishly haunting adventure fantasy set in the
modern world. Join Truddie Mae, Gordy, Niles, and a
complete cast of superpowered individuals as they battle
a nefarious plot to destroy the universe as secrets
uncover lies and friends turn to enemies. Danger lurks
around every corner and, as the stakes are raised, the
Keepers will need to join forces to face the greatest
threats ever to slip into their reality. As the war rages on,
will a thrown-together family save the day, or will sinister
plans finally prevail? *Included in this set are all five
complete eBooks of The Keeper Chronicles series as
listed below. * Bitter Awakenings (Book 1): Southern
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charm meets devilish intent. Pulled from her tranquil
existence by the veil’s calling out for assistance, Truddie
Mae will once again dive headfirst into terror forcing her
to reawaken old wounds and explore old haunts. Against
a ticking monstrosity of devouring darkness, will she and
the others stop new this threat, or will time run out for
them all? Twisted Reunions (Book 2): Three people can
keep a secret if two are dead. A simple excursion leads
to a discovery threatening the Keepers on every level.
Forced to act as leader, Truddie Mae must rally
remaining teammates and dig deeper into the mystery of
their magical lives. New threats and unseen forces strike
back, this time with more bite. Sometimes the past rises
to the top no matter how deep you bury the bodies.
Struggling to maintain the veil while dodging a
conspiracy, will her group unearth the agenda meant to
end them before it finally does? Withering Haunts (Book
3): Danger has never been so close to home... safety
never so far away. With everyone a possible threat, fear,
and suspicion rule the day. Driven by duty to protect the
veil, doubts soon become ominous when a late-night
phone call of panic ends up being the tip of an even
darker iceberg waiting to sink them all. New threats
emerge, foes become friends, and truths become lies. A
new global menace looms on the horizon. Can the
remaining Keepers thwart the increasing danger or will
nefarious plans finally bear fruit and force their magical
lives to wither away? Jagged Remains (Book 4):
Sometimes, to stop unspeakable evil one must battle
themselves... Danger lurks behind every tree, every
whisper. The veil is eroding while teammates remain
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lost. For Truddie Mae, abandoning safety for answers
will soon find her plunging deeper into the magical
darkness. As panic and desperation collide, will her
magic find a way? Sinister players are finally revealed,
and the truth is earth-shattering. The battle to save our
reality is reaching its darkest hour. Will they be able to
stop a doomed future, or will they all become jagged
remains of a broken past? Frayed Endings (Book 5): For
every start, an end. With every dusk, a new dawn. As old
friends offer help and plans unfold to keep two worlds
apart, Truddie Mae will soon find that stopping the
coming storm may be a losing battle for them all. As the
Keepers battle to prevent a universe-ending disaster,
they'll learn that the coils of their supernatural lives are
frayed on both ends and that sometimes the simplest of
cuts are the deadliest.
Tensions rise between Delvengard and Sorak as the
Sorak queen demands the return of the Blade of Torrill.
As Delvengard scrambles to locate the mythical weapon,
many fear war is inevitable. Fritz, who secretly
possesses the dagger, is tormented by its evil. Eager to
take control of its power, he journeys in search of a
mysterious being who may be able to help. The Green
Dagger, Book Two of the BlackMyst Trilogy, continues
the adventure, five years after the events of Book One,
Eyes of the Enemy.
In the King's City, peace reigns. That is until, a rebel
faction, simmering under the surface, finally rises with
deadly consequences. Setting off a series of bombs in
random locations, they seek to terrorize the populace,
causing mayhem and mass destruction. With their very
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way of life under threat, King Heldar, accompanied by
Rothar, agrees to meet the rebel leaders, seeking
resolution. But when another explosion takes the life of
someone close, Rothar realizes there can be no peace,
and the only option left is blood.

SERIES COMPLETE! ***BINGEABLE*** USA Today
Bestseller - Book 1 Zoë Merrick lived an ordinary life
until the night she was brutally attacked. She
narrowly escapes death, rescued by Adam Razor,
an ex-soldier who offers her friendship and a place
to stay. But something else is different. Zoë is unable
to control an unexplainable energy coursing through
her body. Justus De Gradi is a man who can teach
her that control. She meets him by chance - a man
who's handsome, arrogant, and not entirely human.
He reveals that she's a Mage - an immortal made of
light, not magic. Zoë must now make a choice:
Rebuild her life in the human world with the man who
saved her, or live with Justus and learn how to use
her extraordinary gifts. Justus has sworn an oath to
protect her life, but can he guard her from the one
man who has a right to claim it? Zoë learns the price
of freedom...and the value of loyalty. ????? "Urban
Fantasy doesn't get much better then this." ?????
"These books should be a TV series!" Cliffhanger
free 17+ MAGERI SERIES READING ORDER: Book
1 - Sterling (Mageri Series: Book 1) USA TODAY
BESTSELLER Book 2 - Twist (Mageri Series: Book
2) Book 3 - Impulse (Mageri Series: Book 3) Book 4 Page 21/25
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Gravity (Mageri Series: Book 4) Book 5 - Shine
(Mageri Series: Book 5) Final Installment! Book 6 The Gift (Bonus Novella: Coming 12/6/16) MAGERI
WORLD NOVEL Risk **NOW AVAILABLE** SEVEN
SERIES READING ORDER: Book 1 - Seven Years
(Seven Series #1) Book 2 - Six Months (Seven
Series #2) Book 3 - Five Weeks (Seven Series #3)
Book 4 - Four Days (Seven Series #4) Book 5 Three Hours (Seven Series #5) Book 6 - Two
Minutes (Seven Series #6) USA TODAY
BESTSELLER Book 7 - One Second (Seven Series
#7) Book 8 - Winter Moon (Bonus Novella: Coming
11/29/16) SEVEN WORLD Charming OTHER
BOOKS: Closer: A Novella Keywords: urban fantasy,
paranormal romance, fantasy, mage, vampires,
shifters, magic, mystic, supernatural, dannika dark,
mystery, love story, romance, romantic, hea, hot
release, bestseller, heroine, werewolves, series,
paranormal, adventure, magical powers, elements,
creatures, underworld, alpha male, british, sexy,
mythic, adventure, shapeshifters, wolves, wolf,
interracial, forbidden, dangerous, kidnapping,
tortured heroes, bad boys, warrior, swords and
sorcery. Fans of Patricia Briggs, Christine Feehan,
JR Ward, Lara Adrian, and Chloe Neill love these
books.
It takes a gang of thieves to catch a gang of thieves
When times are darkest, one vampire desires more
than blood. As mortal men battle for the English
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crown, vampire warriors’ move undetected among
their ranks, savoring the flow of blood the battlefield
provides. Vampire prince, Severian Pearce, fears a
revelation of their existence to humankind should the
king fall from power. While in pursuit of the king’s
enemies, Severian comes to the aid of Meridian, a
human woman he craves—and not for the scent of
her blood—but for the dark desires written on the
pages of her diary. Meridian is torn between
honoring her father’s dying wish and her
unexplainable yearning for Lord Pearce. But as
Severian and Meridian work together to protect a
holy relic hunted by mortals and immortals alike, the
Red Veil descends over them. This all-consuming
attraction can drive vampires to the brink of madness
and most humans do not survive its bloodlust. Will
the existence of this powerful bond between a
human and a vampire be enough to unite the seven
immortal clans and protect them from the human
world or is the Red Veil a plague set on destroying
any chance they might have of being together for
eternity?
Combining all the political intrigue of Game of
Thrones with the sweeping romanticism of
Outlander, Dorothy Dunnett’s legendary Lymond
Chronicles have enthralled readers for decades and
amassed legions of devoted fans. The journey
begins with the three books included in this set: The
Game of Kings, Queens' Play, and The Disorderly
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Knights. In 1547, Francis Crawford of Lymond is
disgraced and newly escaped from captivity.
Returning to his beloved Scotland, he soon embarks
on a fantastic journey that will take him from the
castles and glens of his ancestral home, to the
decadent French Court, to the battlegrounds of
crusading knights in Malta—a quest which will require
him to risk everything in order to redeem his
reputation and protect his homeland.
Paranormal Bird Shifter Romance King of Prey
Books 1-7 Set Contains: King of Prey A View to a Kill
Master of the Hunt Rise of the King Prince of
Pleasure Prince of Flight Under His Wing Looking to
expand your shifter romance library? Try alpha-male
bird shifters. Full of humor, love, sizzle, and fated
mates. Each title within the set is a complete story
with an HEA.
This is book 1 of the Skeleton Kings MC romance
series! Books 2 and 3 are available everywhere now!
I’m going in raw, filthy, and unprotected. MAX
Another man thinks he owns her. But he’s dead
wrong. Because from the moment I walked into
Brittany’s tattoo shop, I knew she was mine. Mine to
screw. Mine to protect. Mine to own…forever. So if
this filthy monster thinks he can maintain his claim
over my woman, he’s got another thing coming.
Because for once in my life, I’ve found something
worth fighting for. And I’ll go to hell and back to keep
her safe. BRITTANY I wanted a way out of the
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prison I was trapped in. The filthy biker who strolled
into my shop was the last chance I had. But riding
with Max is no guarantee to a happy ending. He’s
an outlaw with his life on the line. Any day could be
his last. And if I choose to be his woman… any day
could be my last, too. Because falling for the biker
also means severing ties with the last family I have
left. My insane brother will never willingly let me go.
If I want my freedom, I’ll have to run… And pray to
the gods that I don’t get caught. *** She’s an
innocent girl. He’s a vicious alpha male bad boy MC
biker. Their romance love story is off-the-charts with
sizzling chemistry, hot sex, and hair-raising
excitement. If you love motorcycle club romance
series, then you’re going to love FILTHY BIKER.
Check out this romantic thriller suspense book today!
A young girl fleeing a war-torn kingdom. A knight
errant seeking glory and fortune. Jorgen is a knightfor-hire from neighboring Svelock, searching for
adventure in war-torn Dogamshire. When he comes
across Annalise, a young girl hiding from lascivious
bandits, he dispatches the men with deadly
precision. With promises of future payment, Jorgen
agrees to protect and escort Annalise back to her
wealthy aunt in Svelock. They journey through a
crumbling nation in the midst of rebellion. But
Annalise has a secret, one that may change the fate
of both their lives and Dogamshire forever.
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